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From urban gardening and networks of sharing to community-owned wind farms: citizens' initiatives
emerge all over Europe in a quest to find new answers to today's pressing challenges. This policy brief
explores new forms of cooperation between local governments and these bottom-up initiatives. It
argues that getting involved with initiatives helps local governments to be an active player in their
community's change dynamics. This cooperation furthermore requires new ways of engaging and
participating between the groups.

One possible form of engagement between local governments and initiatives, which can be applied to
identify and counter the persistent problems in local communities, is presented in the brief: the
"community arena". This governance tool is characterized by establishing a dialogue on eye level and
a trustful relationship. The challenges of a community are identified in open-ended processes without
a pre-set agenda. To allow for an open process, the actors should meet as individuals â�� not as
representatives of their institutions. In the process, a long-term vision for the community is created.
Creating long-term visions can unify even diverse groups, generate new ideas and experiments and
serve as a compass for the daily work.

Embracing characteristics of the "community arena" approach can be fruitful for local governments
and engaged citizens to jointly develop pathways towards more sustainable communities.

The initiatives' topics are linked to the wider societal challenges of an ageing society in a long-lasting
economic downturn, of a global society which puts enormous pressures on the natural environment
and still remains deeply unjust. The InContext project has identified framework conditions that enable
societal transitions towards an environmentally sound, economically successful, and culturally diverse
future.

The policy brief "Going Out of the Town Hall" is additionally published in German, French, Dutch and
Polish.

Other publications of the project InContext include two policy briefs, a research brief and a poster
series which presents initiatives for a more sustainable lifestyle. The "Key Messages" [pdf, 1.8 MB,
English] are available here.
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